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Abstract

This paper proposes a novel photo storage system called

NDPipe, which accelerates the performance of training and

inference for image data by leveraging near-data processing

in photo storage servers. NDPipe distributes storage servers

with inexpensive commodity GPUs in a data center and uses

their collective intelligence to perform inference and train-

ing near image data. By efficiently partitioning deep neural

network (DNN) models and exploiting the data parallelism

of many storage servers, NDPipe can achieve high training

throughput with low synchronization costs. NDPipe opti-

mizes the near-data processing engine to maximally utilize

system components in each storage server. Our results show

that, given the same energy budget, NDPipe exhibits 1.39×
higher inference throughput and 2.64× faster training speed

than typical photo storage systems.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems→ Distributed stor-
age; • Computing methodologies→ Neural networks.
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1 Introduction
The demand for storing and retrieving voluminous image

data has seen an unprecedented rise in the contemporary dig-

ital ecosystem. Daily, approximately 400 million photos are

uploaded across social media including Facebook and Insta-

gram [47, 48]. Concurrently, 1.2 billion photos are archived

in online repositories such as Google Photos every day [2].

In response to this surging demand, substantial infrastruc-

ture resources are dedicated to photo services, e.g., Facebook

allocates about 28% of its data center capacity [1].

Modern photo storage platforms integrate deep learning

(DL) to enhance user experience, notably outperforming tra-

ditional algorithms [23, 87] in feature extraction [54], image

categorization [104] , and recommendation delivery [41, 93].

However, incorporating DL into storage platforms incurs sig-

nificant computation and I/O costs. Developing Deep Neural

Network (DNN) necessitates extensive computing capac-

ity and frequent data transfers for large datasets, extending

training periods to weeks [17, 70]. Moreover, the growing vol-

ume of images [73] requires more intensive image inference,

placing pressure on computational and I/O resources [42].

The integration of DL into storage systems manifests two

primary concerns. The first is the outdated model problem,

where trained DNN models gradually lose accuracy over

time due to data evolution or drift [34, 69, 71]. Strategies
such as regular retraining [42, 72] or initiating training upon

significant accuracy drops [15, 33] have been explored to

mitigate this issue. However, these methods come with high

computing and IO costs as they usually involve full retrain-

ing from scratch. Fine-tuning [46, 49, 97], which updates

specific model parts, offers a more efficient alternative, yet

still demands substantial data traffic to feed training datasets,

hindering timely adaptation to changing data [17, 70, 100].

The second concern, the outdated label problem, arises when
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new models render older labels obsolete [99]. In photo stor-

age systems, image labels are indexed in databases for user

queries [32, 36, 77], thus demanding updates through of-
fline inference with model changes. It leads to considerable

I/O costs to process historical images. Consequently, typical

photo storage systems either selectively apply offline infer-

ence or turn to alternative labeling strategies [20, 66, 67].

In this paper, we propose a novel photo storage system,

NDPipe, which enables fine-tuning and offline inference by

leveraging near-data processing (NDP) to address the out-

dated model and label problems. The main idea of NDPipe

stems from the insight that the computing demands for fine-

tuning and offline inference are not excessively high, and

can be effectively managed by low-end GPUs. This approach

shifts the focus from computational power to the challenge of

data communication; the main bottleneck is not the process-

ing capability, but rather the extensive data transfer between

storage and compute servers. In NDPipe, we thereby incor-

porate cost-effective and energy-efficient commodity GPUs

into storage servers to perform fine-tuning and offline infer-

ence locally, significantly reducing the data transfer. NDPipe

also enhances these processes by utilizing high aggregate

throughputs of many storage servers operating in parallel.

The potential of NDP has been explored previously with

various initiatives seeking to enhance DL algorithms [56,

66, 94]. However, its direct application within the context of

photo storage introduces unique challenges. The following

are the three key components of NDPipe, each addressing a

targeted challenge of photo storage systems:

1. Parallel Training Strategy Across Storage Servers.
The primary challenge is how to efficiently perform fine-

tuning-based training tasks across numerous storage servers.

We found that merely offloading entire fine-tuning tasks to

storage servers does not yield optimal performance, primar-

ily due to the significant weight synchronization costs across
the network. NDPipe tackles this with a new training strat-

egy, fine-tuning-based data and model parallelism (FT-DMP).

It segments a DNN model into two parts: one for storage

servers with weight-freeze layers and the other one for a

training server with layers needing updates. Since it makes

weight updates happen locally, i.e., only in the training server,

we can reduce the synchronization overhead significantly.

2. Load Balancing with Model Partitioning. Another
challenge is achieving a load balance between the training

server and storage servers, requiring careful choices like the

number of storage servers for training and effective DNN

model partitioning. These decisions depend on specificmodel

types and hardware performance, including GPUs and net-

work bandwidth. A critical consideration here is the risk

of resource underutilization: deploying too many storage

servers might lead to marginal performance gains but in-

crease energy inefficiency. To navigate this complexity, we

developed the Automated model Partitioning and Organiza-
tion (APO) tool. It is designed to identify the most suitable

partitioning points for DNN models and ascertain the suit-

able number of storage servers for training.

3. Advanced Scheduling and Optimization for End-to-
EndDL Pipeline. In developing NDPipe, we recognized that
optimizing each subprocedure in the end-to-end DL pipeline

of photo storage applications is key to achieving maximized

efficiency and performance. This encompasses not just com-

putation parts of DL inference/training but also preprocess-

ing stages and data communications needed for fine-tuning.

For example, we observed a notable bottleneck in the pro-

cess of reading and preprocessing image data to supply the

necessary intermediate data for training and inference. Our

approach thus led to the development of a comprehensive

optimization software framework called near-data processing
engine (NPE). It collectively enhances data handling, reduces
bottlenecks, and ensures optimal GPU utilization across the

system, addressing challenges in the full spectrum of DL

operations, from data ingestion to model updating.

We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype of

NDPipe with two main components: PipeStore and Tuner.

PipeStore is a storage server equipped with a low-end GPU

or an inference accelerator for near-data training and infer-

ence. Tuner is a training server that manages distributed

PipeStores. It is also responsible for a part of training using

a more powerful GPU.

To evaluate NDPipe, we conduct a case study with an im-

age classification system that employs five popular DNN

models. Our evaluation using CIFAR100 [62], ImageNet-

1K [91], and ImageNet-21K [25] shows the following key re-

sults. First, NDPipe provides scalable inference performance

without being bottlenecked by data transfers, fully utiliz-

ing GPUs distributed over storage servers. When using 4–7

PipeStores, we achieve the same level of inference through-

put as a typical centralized inference system using two V100

GPUs. In this configuration, NDPipe shows 1.39× higher

energy efficiency. Second, ten PipeStores and one Tuner pro-

vide 1.64× faster training speed and 2.02× higher energy

efficiency than a centralized training server that performs

training using two Tesla V100 GPUs. Third, compared to

the outdated model, NDPipe exhibits 1.7% and 2.4% higher

top-1 and top-5 accuracy, on average, respectively. When

compared to the model created from scratch, NDPipe suffers

from 2.3% and 1.5% accuracy drops at top-1 and top-5, on

average, but provides over 300× faster training time, which

facilitates continuous model updates.

This paper is organized as follows: We give background

in §2 and analyze the impacts of the outdated model and

label problems in §3. Then, we discuss the technical issues
of adopting NDP to photo storage systems in §4. In §5, we
present the design of NDPipe. After showing experimental

results in §6 and discussing NDPipe in §7, we review prior

work in §8 and conclude in §9.
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Fig. 1. Deep learning training and inference process

2 Background
2.1 Training Strategy for DNN
Fine Tuning. Fine-tuning is a strategy used to enhance

a pre-trained model on a new or related task [46, 49, 68,

97]. Training a model from scratch is time-consuming as it

requires updating all weights in every layer through forward

and backward passes on a large general dataset ( A in Fig. 1).

Fine-tuning adjusts only a few weights of the original model

to adapt it to specific tasks or new datasets. This approach

not only improves the model’s accuracy but requires shorter

training time. Throughout the paper, training from scratch is

referred to as full training to differentiate it from fine-tuning.

A commonly used fine-tuning strategy is to train a pre-

trained model’s last few Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) lay-

ers [97, 105]. Specifically, for Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN)-based models, these MLP layers are often termed the

classifier; for transformer-based models, they are known as

the task module. This approach entails freezing the initial

layers of the pre-trained model, focusing only on updating

the weights of the subsequent layers during the backward

pass, as illustrated in B . The layers with frozen weights are

referred to as weight-freeze layers, while the ones being up-
dated are the trainable layers. In this process, input batches

are processed by the weight-freeze layers, which extract rele-

vant features. These features are then utilized in training the

model’s trainable layers. Notably, the fine-tuning procedure

for weight-freeze layers is identical to the inference process (

C ), thus making it more resource-efficient than full training.

Distributed Training.Distributed training is a technique
to speed up training neural networks in a distributed manner.

Two common approaches exist: data parallelism (DP) and

model parallelism (MP). DP distributes batches over multiple

servers (workers), each of which has a replica of a DNN

model and processes assigned batches in parallel with other

servers (see Fig. 2(a)) [64, 65, 92]. DP can reduce training time

by utilizing the parallelism of multiple workers, but it suffers

from high synchronization penalties to update the trained

model across workers [89, 108]. While various approaches

are proposed [64, 86], synchronization still causes non-trivial

communication overheads, limiting scalability [85].

MP is used for training large DNN models that cannot

fit into the memory of a single system. It involves parti-

tioning the model into multiple parts and distributing them

across different machines to be processed in a pipelined man-

ner (see Fig. 2(b)) [79, 85]. However, high synchronization

Dataset

Worker1 Worker2 Worker3

Weight synchronization

(a) Data parallelism
Dataset
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(b)Model parallelism

Fig. 2. Distributed training technique

costs can negatively impact the training process, as each

machine must keep the resulting weights in memory until

the backward pass of the same batch. This often results in

low utilization of multiple machines because only one or a

few can be active [24, 50].

2.2 Drift Problem and Its Mitigation
A trained model provides high accuracy immediately after it

is created, but the accuracy may drop as data changes over

time. This phenomenon is called drift. Drift occurs when the

relationship between inputs and outputs changes and/or the

model’s input distribution changes.

In order to mitigate the drift problem, many approaches

have been proposed. Online learning (or incremental learn-

ing) updates the model on the fly as it processes one sample

at a time. Online learning enables learning from data streams

and seamlessly adapting to changing data. A critical chal-

lenge is that it is likely to forget past knowledge. The use of

online learning is thus limited to specific streaming applica-

tions (e.g., weather forecasts and stock predictions), where

historical data is less important in making decisions.

Another approach is to reflect historical and recent data

through full training. The full training can be triggered when

drift is detected or is performed regularly. The detection-

based training may degrade the prediction quality as the

training starts after sufficient drift is observed. Detecting

drift is also challenging due to the presence of hidden fac-

tors. On the other hand, regular full training addresses these

limitations by creating new models regularly. However, it

consumes excessive computing and I/O resources, resulting

in higher power consumption and the need for more servers

and infrastructure. The long training time, which can reach

2 to 4 weeks, also impedes timely model updates.

3 Outdated Model and Label Problems
Processing complex data types, such as images, and devel-

oping applications that utilize these data requires advanced

methods, not traditional analysis techniques. In this context,

modern photo storage systems are increasingly integrating

DL algorithms to enhance user experiences [12, 37, 76]. These

systems employ DNN models to extract valuable informa-

tion from images, facilitating applications such as content
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Fig. 3. Training and inference in photo storage systems

recommendation, categorization, and retrieval [40, 93, 104].

However, despite the many benefits of DNN integration, it

also gives rise to specific challenges, i.e., (i) outdated models

due to the ‘drift’ and (ii) outdated labels resulting from in-

ferences made by now obsolete models. In this section, we

discuss our empirical investigation that quantifies the effects

of these outdated model and label problems on accuracy and

the potential bottlenecks to address these challenges.

3.1 System Organization
Fig. 3 illustrates our target photo storage system, which is

modeled after the production systems of Google Photos [36–

38] and Amazon Photos [5, 12]. The system comprises four

components: a training server, an inference server, a data-

base, and storage servers. Using training datasets in storage

servers ( 1 in Fig. 3), the training server trains DNN models

regularly ( 2 ). The trained model is then delivered to the in-

ference server ( 3 ). When a new image comes, the inference

server extracts its label using the model, which we call online

inference ( 1 ). The image is stored in the storage server ( 2

), and its label and location are indexed in the database to

serve image search requests ( 3 ). If necessary, the system

performs offline inference to refresh outdated labels of pre-

viously stored images. This process involves reading images

from storage servers ( 1 ), extracting labels from a newmodel

( 2 ), and updating the database ( 3 ). For experiments, we

use ResNet50 [43], which is widely deployed in production

systems. As a benchmark, we use ImageNet-1K [91].

3.2 Impact of Outdated Model on Accuracy
To understand the impacts of drift on accuracy, we conduct

experiments in which new images with new categories are

added to the storage server. Following the approach shown

in [70], the training server creates an up-to-date model bi-

weekly and transfers it to the inference server. Based on

the growth rate of data [73], we assume that the number of

images stored increases by 1.78% daily, with 5.3% of newly

added images belonging to new categories.

Fig. 4(a) shows the top-1 accuracy of the model over two

weeks (a similar trend to this result is also observed in the

top-5 accuracy (see Table 2)). We create an initial model
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Fig. 4. Challenges in DL integrated photo storage system

using a training dataset with 937K images. The accuracy,

measured using a test dataset with 50K images, is 73.8%. As

new images are continuously added to the server over time,

we evaluate the model accuracy every other day using new

test datasets that reflect changes in the stored images. The

accuracy gradually drops from 73.8% to 68.9%. It shows that

the trained model becomes stale and fails to reflect recent

changes. Performing full training more frequently may pre-

vent the accuracy drop. Fig. 4(a) shows the model’s accuracy

in training it using the latest images every other day. The

retrained model operates fairly well, offering the equivalent

accuracy. However, it is infeasible to use in practice by the

long training time.

Fine-tuning that adjusts the last few layers is a viable alter-

native to mitigate the burden of full training. We can prevent

accuracy degradation by fine-tuning before its major update

by full training. Fig. 4(a) depicts how much accuracy drops

can be prevented by fine-tuning. We observe only an accu-

racy drop of 1.95% compared to the initial model. Fine-tuning

cannot achieve the same accuracy as regular full training,

but it still maintains a high enough accuracy. Unfortunately,

even though fine-tuning is known to be less expensive than

full training, it still involves many I/Os to feed a sufficient

dataset to DNN models for higher accuracy [57]. As shown

in Fig. 4(b), to provide noticeable accuracy improvement

through fine-tuning, a large training dataset (e.g., more than

500K images) must be fed to the model.

3.3 Impact of Outdated Label on Accuracy
Image labels in a database become outdated as the model

gets updated to reflect new relationships between inputs and

outputs and to classify wider categories.

To understand the extent to which image labels become

outdated labels as the model gets updated, we carry out ex-

periments under the same setup in §3.1. We create the initial

model, 𝑀0, and assign labels to a set of 50K images using

the model. As previously described in §3.2, we add new im-

ages to the storage server and perform full training biweekly

to create up-to-date models, 𝑀1, ..., 𝑀4. We then use these

new models to re-perform inference on the same 50K im-

ages, assigning more accurate labels. Finally, we evaluate
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Table 1. % of labels fixed by new models

𝑀0 𝑀1 𝑀2 𝑀3 𝑀4

% of fixed labels 0% 6.67% 7.29% 7.96% 8.98%

how many images incorrectly labeled by 𝑀0 are fixed by

𝑀1, ..., 𝑀4. Table 1 shows the percentages of labels corrected

by the new ones. 6.67% of the images have incorrect labels

and are corrected by𝑀1. With the latest model,𝑀4, this num-

ber increases to 8.98%. It implies that the database contains

a significant number of outdated and incorrect labels that

should be updated.

The most fundamental way to reflect the enhancement of

the newer DNN model is to perform offline inference again

on previously stored images. Offline inference, however, in-

volves significant data traffic because it requires fetching

images from storage and performing inference on them.

3.4 Bottleneck Analysis
As outlined in §3.1, NDPipe employs fine-tuning and offline

inference as strategic solutions to the challenges of outdated

models and labels, respectively. While these tasks are not

computationally intensive, they entail significant data trans-

fers, potentially creating a major bottleneck. To evaluate the

extent of this bottleneck, we conducted comparative experi-

ments between two system setups: Typical and Ideal.
Typical: This configuration represents a standard setup

where a host server is networked with storage servers. For

our experiments, we utilized a p3.8xlarge instance from

Amazon Web Services (AWS) as the host system. This in-

stance is equipped with four V100 GPUs and 32 vCPUs oper-

ating at 2.7GHz where we employed two of the V100 GPUs

for the experiments. The host server was paired with four

g4dn.4xlarge storage server instances, each originally fea-

turing 16 vCPUs at 2.5GHz and a T4 GPU; but we disabled

the GPUs for the experiments. The storage servers were con-

figured with st1 storage volumes, consisting of 16x HDDs

organized in a RAID-5 array. The host and storage servers

are communicated via a 10Gbps network.

Ideal:The Ideal systemmirrors the Typical setup in terms

of host server specifications but loads images directly from

local memory, thus eliminating network traffic. This ideal-

ized scenario allows for the complete avoidance of network-

related delays. Training in both systems utilizes a specifically

curated set of images, separate from preprocessing steps, to

align the input data with the DNN model. For fine-tuning

purposes, we used the preprocessed ImageNet-1K dataset,

averaging 0.59MB per image. The offline inference tests were

conducted using 1,000 images, each a typical 2.7MB JPEG file,

to represent common photo storage system formats [51, 61].

Fig. 5 shows how the fine-tuning and offline inference

procedures behave differently on the two setups. During the

fine-tuning phase, the Typical system faces significant net-

work overheads, leading to substantially extended training

0 5 10 15 20
Training time (min)

Ideal

Typical

(a) Fine-tuning

0 50 100
Throughput (IPS)

Ideal

Typical

(b) Offline inference

Fig. 5. Impact of network bottleneck

durations as shown in Fig. 5(a). For example, the training

throughput in this configuration is 3.7× slower compared to

the Ideal system, despite both setups employing identical

GPUs. A similar trend is observed in the offline inference

process as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). The Typical system pro-

cesses only 94 images per second (IPS), which is considerably

lower than the 123 IPS managed by the Ideal system.

It is important to note that these results also account for

the impact of image preprocessing, a substantial contributing

factor to the overall overhead, which will be explored in

greater detail in §4. From these observations, we find the two

following key insights: (i) network limitations are a decisive

factor in hindering the efficiency of fine-tuning and offline

inference in the typical systems, and (ii) merely utilizing

additional GPUs for the host server does not correspondingly

increase training or inference throughput.

4 Challenges with NDP for Photo Storage
As identified in our bottleneck analysis in §3.4, data transfer
is the main limiting factor in photo storage systems. In this

context, NDP could be a potentially attractive solution to al-

leviate network bottlenecks and increase aggregate through-

put by decentralizing computational capabilities and posi-

tioning them closer to data storage [18, 103]. However, we

found that integrating NDP into photo storage systems is not

straightforward, rather presenting unique challenges partic-

ularly when applied to fine-tuning and offline inference.

To illustrate our findings, we present our comparative

analysis for the fine-tuning and offline inference procedures

under two system configurations: Typical and NDP. The
Typical system, as outlined in §3.4, consists of a host server
connected to storage servers via a 10Gbps network. For the

NDP system, we enabled GPUs in the storage servers, consist-

ing of four g4dn.4xlarge instances, and processed images

within these servers, bypassing the host server. This config-

uration allows direct data processing at the storage site, cir-

cumventing the network bottleneck. For these experiments,

we utilize the same workloads as those used in §3.4.

4.1 Fine-tuning with NDP
In our exploration of fine-tuning with NDP, we break down

the execution time of the process within a Typical setup, fo-
cusing on several key phases: (i) reading images from storage

(Read), (ii) transferring them via a network (Data Trans.),
(iii) executing DNN operations, including feature extraction
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Fig. 6. Execution times of DL tasks normalized to Typical.
(The numbers above the bars are the actual times when con-

ducted in a Typical setup: (a) in minutes and (b) in seconds.)

and classifier training on the training server (FE&CT), and
(iv) performing weight synchronization (Weight Sync.).

Fig. 6(a) presents our experimental findings, with the exe-

cution time for each subprocess in NDP normalized against

that of Typical. The results highlight that NDP successfully

bypasses the need for network-based data transfer. Addition-

ally, we observed that DNN operations within the NDP system
can be efficiently executed using low-end GPUs thanks to (i)

the less demanding nature of fine-tuning compared to full

training and (ii) the utilization of aggregated computational

power from multiple storage servers. In FE&CT, only a 36%

increase in execution time is observed with low-end GPUs.

However, we observe another challenge in using NDP for
fine-tuning: the requirement for weight synchronization

across the GPUs in multiple storage servers. This process

incurs considerable overhead, forming a new bottleneck. A

critical aspect exacerbating this challenge is the linear in-

crease in synchronization costs as more storage servers are

incorporated into fine-tuning. This finding indicates a scal-

ing limitation within NDP: merely adding more NDP devices

does not linearly enhance the fine-tuning performance.

4.2 Offline Inference with NDP
Our analysis of offline inference within the NDP framework

involves a detailed timing study of each component during

the processing of 1,000 images. We categorize the offline in-

ference process into four stages, typically observed in most

systems: (i) reading the raw image from disk (Read), (ii) trans-
ferring the image over a network to the host server (Data
Trans), (iii) preprocessing the image for compatibility with

the DNN model (Preproc.), and (iv) extracting the feature

and then classifying the image using a DNN model (FE&Cl).
In the NDP setup, we allocated a single CPU core for prepro-

cessing tasks in each storage server, contrasting with the

Typical system that uses eight cores for these tasks.

Fig. 6(b) illustrates the performance differences of each

subprocess in NDP compared to Typical. Consistent with
our findings from the fine-tuning analysis, the NDP system
centralizes all subprocesses within the storage server, elimi-

nating the data transfer overhead. NDP also takes advantage
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of the aggregate computational power of multiple GPUs

within the storage servers, resulting in computation times

that are only 1.33× longer than those of the Typical system.

Yet, NDP introduces a new challenge in preprocessing due

to the limited CPU resources in the storage servers, which

significantly impacts the overall inference speed. Allocating

additional CPU resources for preprocessing in common stor-

age servers is impractical, as it may adversely affect the fun-

damental operations of the storage services, such as handling

read/write requests. This situation necessitates a systematic

approach to address the preprocessing bottleneck without

compromising the core functions of the storage servers.

5 Design and Implementation of NDPipe
In addressing the identified challenges in NDP within photo

storage systems, we propose NDPipe, a system designed to ef-

fectivelymanage the outdatedmodel and label problemswith

minimal overhead. NDPipe harnesses the potential of NDP

in storage servers to enhance system performance. Also, ND-

Pipe utilizes the same computational devices and software

engines between near-data processing tasks (i.e., fine-tuning

and offline inference).

Fig. 7 shows the architecture of NDPipe with two main

components: a computational storage server (PipeStore) and
a fine-tuning server (Tuner). PipeStore operates as a stan-
dard storage server but is equipped with a commodity GPU,

enabling it to perform the fine-tuning and offline inference

tasks near the data. This design choice is practically fea-

sible, given existing storage servers capable of GPU inte-

gration [95]. Tuner manages many PipeStores and triggers

fine-tuning and offline inference. It also performs part of the

fine-tuning by utilizing a host-side GPU. We may run Tuner

on the existing training server or a dedicated machine.

NDPipe uses fine-tuning that is expensive to run entirely

on a storage server. To address the issue, NDPipe splits the

model into two partitions, assigning a data-intensive one

to a group of PipeStores and a computing-intensive one to

Tuner. When training a model, Tuner sends training requests

to multiple PipeStores ( 1 in Fig. 7). PipeStores then extract

intermediate data from local images, sending them to Tuner
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( 2 ). Using the data received from PipeStores, Tuner tunes

the model and generates an up-to-date model ( 3 ). Since the

intermediate data are much smaller than the original images,

NDPipe can drastically reduce network traffic.

Once the model is updated, it is redistributed to each

PipeStore, ensuring they possess the most current versions

(as indicated by the purple lines in Fig. 7). To mitigate the

overheads associated with distributing the entire model,

we implement the Check-N-Run approach [29], which only

transfers the compressed deltas (or differences) betweenmod-

els rather than the entire models themselves. Since changes

in the fine-tuned model are confined to the last few layers,

this method significantly reduces network traffic, achieving

up to a 427.4× data traffic reduction.

With the fine-tuned models, NDPipe performs inference

procedure in two contexts: online inference for newly up-

loaded images and offline inference to update labels for

stored images based on the newly updated models. While the

online inference happens in the typical DL system ( 1 ∼ 2 in

Fig. 7), offline inference is entirely performed in PipeStores

without expensive external I/Os ( 1∼ 3 ). For offline inference,

Tuner sends inference requests to PipeStores that have tar-

get images. PipeStores perform offline inference locally and

return extracted labels. Since only small labels are delivered,

NDPipe eliminates the significant network traffic.

In designing NDPipe, we have addressed several technical

issues existing in current photo storage systems. First, we

have developed an FT-DMP mechanism designed to perform

fine-tuning effectively with minimal overhead. FT-DMP en-

hances the parallelism of multiple PipeStores while reducing

synchronization costs for separately running partitioned

models (see §5.1). Second, we propose a pipelining strategy

for FT-DMP, aimed at optimizing resource utilization and

enhancing training performance, complete with a formal

analysis of its feasibility (see §5.2). Third, we propose an au-

tomation tool called APO, enabling easy deployment of ND-

Pipe and ensuring high performance and energy efficiency

in fine-tuning. It identifies the optimal model partitioning

points for FT-DMP and determines the number of storage

servers that participate in training (see §5.3). Lastly, we have
developed an NPE, specifically optimized for storage server

environments, to facilitate fast training and inference in

PipeStore with a storage-side accelerator (see §5.4).

5.1 Data and Model Parallelism in NDPipe
There have been previous attempts to partition DNN models

to exploit data and model parallelism [56, 63, 90]. These

studies have focused on accelerating only full training [90]

or inference [56, 59, 63]. Fine-tuning, however, has unique

architectures, which require us to take a different approach

to partition models and execute tasks in parallel.

Data & Model Parallelism for Fine-tuning. Fig. 8 shows
how FT-DMP partitions and distributes the model across
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Fig. 8. Data and model parallelism of FT-DMP

PipeStores. NDPipe exploits the unique property of fine-

tuning where the model’s layers are split into weight-freeze

and trainable layers. NDPipe assigns a replica of some or all

of the weight-freeze layers to PipeStores, executing multiple

workers. The rest of the layers, including trainable layers, are

assigned to Tuner and processed by a single worker on Tuner.

The individual PipeStores extract features for local batches

and deliver them to Tuner, which processes the trainable

layers. This design offers three benefits.

First, it is lightweight to run in a commodity GPU. The

weight-freeze layers only require processing the forward

pass of the network, similar to the inference process. Since

low-end GPUs and accelerators are well suited for infer-

ence [14, 84], PipeStore can offer enough computing and

memory capabilities for local training. Second, synchroniza-

tion across PipeStores is unnecessary. No weight updates for

weight-freeze layers exist, so workers need not synchronize

weights. This property allows multiple workers across many

PipeStores to execute in parallel without interfering with

each other. As a result, NDPipe’s performance scales linearly

by addingmore PipeStores. Trainable layers that needweight

synchronization run locally on Tuner and thus produce up-

to-date models without any network traffic. Third, it reduces

network traffic. Instead of sending images to train, NDPipe

transfers only the outputs from the last weight-freeze layer

to Tuner. The output size of a layer typically decreases as

the layer is located deeper into the model since it assimilates

only fewer meaningful features and passes to the next layer.

Impact of Partitioning. To maximize FT-DMP’s benefits,

we need tomake careful decisions about the number of layers

offloaded to PipeStores. This choice affects both training time

and network traffic. Offloading too many layers to PipeStores

may overload them, so finding the right balance is crucial.

To gain insights, we conduct experiments with ResNet50,

which comprises 50 layers grouped into five convolution

layers (Conv1 to Conv5) and a fully-connected layer (FC)

that serves as a classifier. We apply fine-tuning that only

updates the weights of the FC layer. We use the optimized

PipeStore (as explained in §5.4) with one Tesla T4 GPU. We

connect a group of four PipeStores to Tuner with one V100

GPU using 10Gb Ethernet. Throughout the experiments, we
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measure the training time and the amount of data transferred

over the network. For detailed experimental setups, see §6.1.
Fig. 9 shows the experimental results. None means that no

layers are offloaded. PipeStore forwards raw images to Tuner,

and the entire training is done by Tuner. +Conv1 offloads the

Conv1 layers onto PipeStores, and Tuner handles the rest.

+FC is an extreme case where PipeStore runs all the layers.

As mentioned earlier, the network traffic to send extracted

features to Tuner gradually decreases as more layers are of-

floaded to PipeStore. However, traffic surges after offloading

the FC layer (+FC) due to high weight synchronization costs.

As a result, for ResNet50, NDPipe achieves the shortest train-

ing time after offloading +Conv5. We discuss how the model

partitioning can be automatized in §5.3.

5.2 Pipelined Training of Partitioned Model
In NDPipe, all the batches are distributed across multiple

PipeStores. Each PipeStore trains independently using its lo-

cal batches and then transfers intermediate results to Tuner.

Tuner gathers and stores the results in its local storage tem-

porarily before starting the training epoch. Following the

DNN training procedure that requires the entire training

data [58, 78], we may wait for the intermediate results corre-

sponding to all data samples from the participated PipeStores.

This results in the serial execution of PipeStores (Store-stage)

and Tuner (Tuner-stage), as shown in Fig. 10(a).

Inspired by pipelined model parallelism [50, 79, 85] that

executes split partitions concurrently, we propose a pipelined

training strategy for FT-DMP. As shown in Fig. 10(b), the

pipelined FT-DMP executes multiple runs simultaneously

over separate sub-datasets. We denote the number of runs

by 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 . The pipelined FT-DMP starts the training in Tuner

for the current run, while PipeStores are processing local

batches for the next run. The training throughput improves

as more PipeStores participate. However, assigning too many

PipeStores wouldn’t be beneficial as the bottleneck moves to

Tuner, making PipeStores idle and thus wasting energy. It is

best practice to balance the pipeline stages (Store- and Tuner-

stages) to achieve high throughput and energy efficiency at

a low HW cost. To this end, we have devised an automated

tool that identifies the best number of PipeStores for a given

(b) Pipelined (Nrun = 3)

Store-stage (in PipeStores)

Data transmission
An iteration1 epoch

Tuner-stage (in Tuner)

(a) Unpipelined

...

Input

dataset
Time

Run
Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Fig. 10. Unpipelined (a) and pipelined (b) FT-DMP

model and hardware specifications for PipeStore and Tuner.

We will explain the details in §5.3.
A potential concern with the pipelined training strategy

is the impact on the learned model quality compared to the

vanilla model trained without pipelining. In fine-tuning, it

is a common issue known as catastrophic forgetting [21,

60], where knowledge obtained from previous training is

forgotten while updating the model with newly observed

data. However, our theoretical analysis confirms that the

pipelined FT-DMP can still guarantee the convergence of

training and not seriously affect the final model quality with

a reasonable number of pipeline runs, 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 .

Converge Analysis. Before the proof, we assume the

following conditions are satisfied: (i) the weights of the pre-

trained model are well-trained, (ii) the unpipelined training

process (i.e., 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 = 1) converges if performed, and (iii) sub-

datasets used over different runs have similar distributions.

Let us consider a vanilla neural network having 𝑁 fully-

connected layers, with𝑊1, ...,𝑊𝑁 where𝑊𝑗 ∈ R𝑑 𝑗×𝑑 𝑗−1
. The

analysis in [13] showed that a vanilla network converges

under the following assumptions. (A) The dimensions of

hidden layers are at least the minimum of the input and

output dimensions (i.e., 𝑑𝑖 ≤ min{𝑑0, 𝑑𝑁 } where 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 −
1). (B) The training starts with the approximately balanced

weights with a parameter of 𝛿 , called 𝛿-balanced and defined

by ∥𝑊 ⊤𝑖+1𝑊𝑖+1 −𝑊𝑖𝑊
⊤
𝑖 ∥𝐹 ≤ 𝛿 and ∥𝐴∥𝐹 is the Frobenius

norm of a matrix 𝐴. (C) The initial loss is bounded by the

loss of the rank-deficient solution, denoted by 𝜖 .

In our case of pipelined training, baseline assumptions (A)

and (B) are intuitively met. The classifier with hidden layers

larger than the input/outputs satisfies (A). Also, (B) holds

by our condition (i) for the FT-DMP convergence, which is

aforementioned as the well-trained model in §5.2. We define

that a model is well-trained if it is 𝛿-balanced. The work

in [13] shows that the weights remain balanced during gra-

dient descent if they start 𝛿-balanced, ensuring approximate

balance at the start of each pipelined training run.

In the rest of this section, we detail the proof for the last

baseline assumption (C). By condition (ii), we assume con-

vergence with an initial loss of 𝜖 for unpipelined training.

For the pipelined training, the first run will also converge

since it satisfies the baseline assumptions (A) and (B) and
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starts with the same initial loss of 𝜖 . We denote by 𝑙1 (𝑇1)
the loss converged at iteration 𝑇1 during the first run, and

𝑙1 (𝑇1) < 𝜖1 (= 𝜖). With the conditions above, we claim that

the second run starting with initial loss 𝑙1 (𝑇 ) also converges:
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the gradient descent is initialized
such that the weights have a deficiency margin [13], 𝑐 > 0

and are 𝛿-balanced. Also, suppose that the second run starts
with the weights converging in the first run by 𝑙1 (𝑇1) and the
inter-run loss difference, Δ. Then, with the minimum learning
rate requirement for 𝜂 in Eq. 7 of [13], ∀𝜖2 > 0 and

𝑇2 ≥
1

𝜂 · 𝑐2(𝑁−1)/𝑁
· log( 𝑙

1 (𝑇1) + Δ
𝜖2

), (1)

the loss at iteration𝑇2 is no greater than 𝜖2. In other words, the
second run is guaranteed to converge with the loss of 𝜖2.

Theorem 5.1 applies to both the first and second runs,

simplifying the explanation, but it also ensures convergence

for all other runs through its inductive step. That is, as long

as a 𝑝-th run converges at 𝑇𝑝 with the final loss 𝑙𝑝 (𝑇𝑝 ), any
(𝑝 + 1)-th run starting with the weights trained in the previ-

ous run will also converge. Generalizing Theorem 5.1 with

𝑙1 (𝑇1) = 𝑙𝑝 (𝑇𝑝 ) and 𝑙2 (𝑇2) = 𝑙𝑝+1 (𝑇𝑝+1) accomplishes the in-

duction, and this completes the proof of the convergence of

our pipelined training. To establish the claim, we describe

the inter-run loss difference Δ in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. For a given confidence level 𝜃 ,
𝑙2 (0) ≤ 𝑙1 (𝑇1) + Δ

where Δ =

√︃
1

2𝑚
𝑙𝑜𝑔( 2𝑃

𝜃
), 𝑃 is the number of total weights in

the model, and𝑚 is the number of training dataset samples.

Proof of Lemma 5.2. By Hoeffding’s inequality [45], the

final loss of the first run and the initial loss of the second run

satisfy the following relationship with a probability bound 𝜀:

P( |𝑙2 (0) − 𝑙1 (𝑇1) | ≥ 𝜀) ≤ 2exp(−2𝑚𝜀2). (2)

We can write the union bound of the right side of Eq. 2 to

generalize over all the potential weights in the model, 𝑃 :

2𝑃 · exp(−2𝑚𝜀2) ≤ 𝜃 ⇒
√︂

1

2𝑚
log( 2𝑃

𝜃
) ≤ 𝜀. (3)

where 𝜃 is the confidence of the union bound, which we

earlier denoted in Lemma 5.2. Finally, if we incorporate Eq. 3

into Eq. 2, this completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. □
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By substituting Lemma 5.2 and

Eq. 13 in [13] into Eq. 1, we then get that

𝜖2 ≥ (𝑙1 (𝑇1) + Δ) · exp(−𝜂 · 𝑐
2(𝑁 −1)

𝑁 ·𝑇2)

≥ 𝑙2 (0) · exp(−𝜂 · 𝑐
2(𝑁 −1)

𝑁 ·𝑇2)
≥ 𝑙2 (𝑇2) (4)

By Equation 4, we can ascertain that the 𝑙2 can be bounded

by an iteration 𝑇2, thereby concluding our proof. □
Note that the actual loss difference, Δ, largely corresponds

to the difference between the two sub-datasets used in the

Algorithm 1 Find the best number of PipeStores

Input: DNN model architecture (𝑀), FLOPS of PipeStore and

Tuner (𝐹𝑃 and 𝐹𝑇 ), network bandwidth (𝐵𝑊 ), the maximum

number of PipeStores (𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑝𝑠 )

Output: the best number of PipeStores (𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑝𝑠 )

1: 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑝𝑠 ← 0; 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 ←∞

2: for 𝑁𝑝𝑠 ← 1 to 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑝𝑠 do

3: 𝑝,𝑇𝑝𝑠 ,𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑟 ← FindBestPoint(𝑀, 𝐹, 𝑁𝑝𝑠 , 𝐵𝑊 )
4: 𝑇𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 ←

��𝑇𝑝𝑠 −𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑟 ��
5: if 𝑇𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 < 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 then
6: 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 ← 𝑇𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 ; 𝑁

𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑝𝑠 ← 𝑁𝑝𝑠

7: end if
8: end for
9: return 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑝𝑠

first and second runs. For example, when the sub-datasets

have very similar distributions, we will have a small Δ. Thus,
our condition (iii) is necessary to make Δ small enough,

resulting in a small initial loss for each run and eventu-

ally achieving high training accuracy comparable to the

unpipelined training. In §6.3, we will also empirically show

that the pipelined FT-DMP provides fairly high accuracy.

5.3 Identifying Best Organization for NDPipe
Deploying NDPipe efficiently necessitates a strategic combi-

nation of methodologies discussed in §5.1 and §5.2, particu-
larly in structuring its core components to optimize training

throughput and energy efficiency. In pursuit of this balance,

we developed the Automated model Partitioning and Or-

ganization (APO) tool. The primary objective of APO is to

determine the best model partitioning point and the most

suitable number of PipeStores required for use. This ensures

that both PipeStores and Tuner operate efficiently with min-

imal pipeline bubbles, factoring in specific DNN models and

respective hardware specifications of PipeStore and Tuner.

The operational flow of APO is detailed in Algorithm 1.

APO begins by setting 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑝𝑠 to zero and 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 to infinity,

then iteratively considers various PipeStore numbers (Lines

1–2). In each iteration, it calls FindBestPoint() (Line 3),

which determines the best partitioning point by evaluat-

ing four key input parameters: the DNN model’s architec-

ture (𝑀), the FLOPS of the PipeStore-side accelerator (𝐹𝑃 )

and Tuner-side GPU (𝐹𝑇 ), the network bandwidth between

PipeStore and Tuner (𝐵𝑊 ), and the number of PipeStores

engaged in fine-tuning (𝑁𝑝𝑠 ).

FindBestPoint(), inspired by prior model partitioning

studies for inference [56] or full training [53], is uniquely

tailored for the fine-tuning process in NDPipe to identify

the best suitable partitioning segments for the given inputs.

It identifies partitionable points in the model, which do not

include areas with residual blocks and skip connections [43].
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Fig. 11. Training and energy efficiency by # of PipeStores

APO calculates FLOPs at each partition point to estimate ex-

ecution times for the partitioned segments on the PipeStore-

side and Tuner-side using their respective FLOPS parameters.

It also measures the output data size for each model layer.

For each candidate, we predict the training time, factoring

in data transfer times over the network based on the as-

sessed output data sizes. This estimation includes the impact

of the pipelining strategy detailed in §5.2, where a group

of PipeStores and Tuner operate in a pipelined fashion. To

prevent weight synchronization among the PipeStores, the

trainable layer is assigned to be in the Tuner. The optimal

partitioning point is then determined as the one that results

in the shortest training time.

FindBestPoint() then returns the best partitioning point
𝑝 , and the execution times 𝑇𝑝𝑠 for PipeStores and 𝑇𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑟 for

Tuner. APO updates 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 and sets 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑝𝑠 to the current it-

eration value if the difference in execution times, 𝑇𝑑𝑖 𝑓 𝑓 , is

smaller than the current 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 (Lines 4–7). This process is

repeated until 𝑁𝑝𝑠 equals 𝑁
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑝𝑠 , the maximum number of

PipeStores. Finally, APO outputs the most effective number

of PipeStores, 𝑁𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑝𝑠 , that ensures optimized performance.

To explain how APO determines the best organization, as

an example study, Fig. 11 shows the training time and energy

efficiency of NDPipe with varying number of PipeStores for

ResNet50. The results present that when employing a few

PipeStores, NDPipe suffers from prolonged training time due

to the limited data supplied by PipeStores, leading to under-

utilization of Tuner. When the number of PipeStores is 8,

which is chosen by APO, 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 approaches zero, significantly

reducing the training time. Adding more PipeStores beyond

this number is redundant as the training time remains con-

stant since Tuner becomes a bottleneck. Consequently, the

energy efficiency, measured as training throughput-per-joule

(IPS/J), decreases as more PipeStores are underutilized.

5.4 Optimization of Near-data Processing Engine
PipeStore is a crucial component for the system efficiency

since it handles fine-tuning and offline inference on the same

hardware. To optimize the PipeStore’s performance, we ana-

lyzed the execution times of its major tasks with a compari-

son study to the results reported in Fig. 6.

Fig. 12 shows our findings. Naive represents the average
execution time of each task on one PipeStore, without any
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Fig. 12. Elapsed time for each task on a PipeStore

optimizations. For fine-tuning, the FE task becomes the main

bottleneck, as weight synchronization, which is the major

bottleneck in the naive NDP as discussed in §4.1, is now
migrated to Tuner. In contrast, offline inference, which pro-

cesses large raw images, experiences longer I/O time and

needs more CPU resources for preprocessing. As a result,

image loading and preprocessing tasks occupy a substantial

portion of the total inference time. Based on these observa-

tions, we design the NPE with the following techniques.

3-stage Pipelining. Pipelining is a straightforward yet highly
effective method to improve the throughput of NDPipe. We

divide the fine-tuning and offline inference process into three

stages: data loading (in SSD or HDD), preprocessing (in

CPU; only needed for offline inference), and FE&Cl (in GPU),

which can run in parallel across different HW components.

The execution of each stage is organized in a pipeline format

for batches of input data. That is, while the data-loading

stage is reading data for 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑛+2, the preprocessing stage

simultaneously processes 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑛+1, delivering the intermedi-

ate data to the FE&Cl stage processing with 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑛 . Such a

pipelined execution maximizes the utilization of each system

unit and, as a result, improves the throughput of NDP.

Offloading Preprocessing to the Host. To alleviate the

preprocessing bottleneck in PipeStore, we have implemented

a strategy of offloading these tasks to an inference server.

When new images arrive, the inference server performs on-

line inference, applying the preprocessing step. We modify

the inference server to deliver the preprocessed data and its

raw image originally stored in storage servers. This approach

removes the preprocessing overhead on the PipeStore side

(see +Offload of Fig. 12). Nevertheless, it comes at the cost

of storage overheads due to the preprocessed binaries stored

additionally. In our analysis, preprocessed binaries account

for 17.5% of the total storage space when the average image

size is 2.7MB. To mitigate the storage waste, we instead store

compressed data in PipeStore using a deflate algorithm [26].

Note that this compression also contributes to a reduction

in I/O time for both the fine-tuning and inference processes.

While data compression benefits storage efficiency, it in-

troduces computational demands for decompression within

PipeStore. However, in our observation, dedicating a modest

amount of computing resources to this task, i.e., allocating a
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maximum of two CPU cores for decompression, can mitigate

these demands since FE&Cl hides the overhead.

Enlarging Batch Size. The use of offloading techniques

shifts the primary bottleneck to FE&Cl on the GPU (see

+Comp of Fig. 12). We shorten the execution time of FE&Cl

by enlarging a batch size to enhance the throughput of the

FE&Cl process. For instance, with ResNet50, we set the batch

size to 128 to balance each stage’s duration (See +Batch). In
PipeStore, where only weight-freeze layers are processed,

there is flexibility in selecting the batch size. However, choos-

ing a reasonable batch size is important as larger batch sizes

require more memory space. We will explore the implication

of various batch sizes on the system performance in §6.4.

6 Evaluation
6.1 Experimental Setup
We implement NDPipe onAmazon EC2 [6]. For PipeStore, we

utilize the g4dn.4xlarge instance with a Tesla T4 GPU [82].

st1 with 16× HDDs is used for a storage volume. A T4 GPU

is chosen as it is the most cost-effective option available on

EC2 for GPU. Lightweight inference accelerators could be a

viable option for PipeStore. To prove this, we also implement

PipeStore on the AWS Inferentia [8] and evaluate its perfor-

mance (see §6.4). The AWS Inferentia has a similar hardware

specification as g4dn.4xlarge but with an inference accel-

erator, NeuronCoreV1 [10], instead of T4 GPU.

For Tuner, we use the p3.2xlarge instance with one

Tesla V100 GPU [81]. We use at most 20 PipeStores and

one Tuner. We set the network bandwidth to 10Gbps by re-

ferring to commercial cloud systems [7, 98] that provide net-

work bandwidth of 1–16Gbps. We also carry out experiments

while varying the network bandwidth from 1Gbps to 40Gbps

(see §6.4). The inference and fine-tuning engines of PipeStore
are TensorRT 7.1.3 [83] for T4 and PyTorch-Neuron [11] for

NeuronCoreV1. For Tuner, we use TensorFlow 2.6.0 [3] to

implement the host-side fine-tuning engine. The batch size

is set to 128 and 512 for inference and training, respectively.

We set up a typical host server system (denoted by SRV)

that performs both inference and fine-tuning on the host

side. We use the p3.8xlarge with two V100 GPUs. This

computing capability is 2× higher than Tuner. For a fair

comparison, we apply the same optimizations from §5.4 to
the inference and fine-tuning engine. The storage server for

SRV uses g4dn.4xlarge and st1 with the same specifica-

tions as StorePipe. The GPU of the storage server is disabled.

Benchmarks.Weuse ImageNet-1K [91] as a default dataset.

For a more comprehensive analysis of accuracy, we also

use the ImageNet-21K [25] and CIFAR100 [62] datasets. Our

experiments are conducted using five image classification

models (ShuffleNetV2 [107], InceptionV3 [96], ResNet50 [43],

ResNeXt101 [101], and ViT [28]). The limited space does not

permit us to present all results; instead, we present results

from InceptionV3, ResNet50, ResNeXt101, and ViT, which
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represent small-, middle-, large-scale CNN-based models,

and large-scale transformer-based model, respectively.

6.2 Inference Performance Analysis
We evaluate the inference throughput of NDPipe, focusing

on scalability and energy efficiency. Tuner was not activated

as offline inference is entirely made by PipeStores.

We compare NDPipe with three configurations of the typ-

ical DL system: SRV-I, SRV-P, and SRV-C. First, SRV-I, an
ideal system, keeps all preprocessed image binaries locally

to infer in the host storage. SRV-I thus does not need to load
binaries from the network. SRV-I is not a practical setup,

but we include it for comparison. Second, SRV-P loads pre-
processed binaries from the storage server over the network.

Third, SRV-C is similar to SRV-P but uses compressed binaries

to reduce network traffic. Thus, inputs need to be decom-

pressed before being fed to GPUs. We assign eight cores to

the host server for decompression. We evaluate the systems’

throughputs (Images Per Second), varying the number of

PipeStores or typical storage servers from 1 to 20.

Fig. 13 shows our results. SRV-I exhibits higher through-

put compared to the other systems. This is because SRV-I
can fully exploit the available GPU throughput without being

limited by the network. SRV-C has higher throughput than
SRV-P by reducing network traffic through compression.

The performance of NDPipe scales linearly with more

PipeStores used. Each PipeStore offers 2,129, 2,439, 449, and

277 IPS for ResNet50, InceptionV3, ResNeXt101, and ViT,

respectively. At point P1, NDPipe with 1–7 PipeStores sur-

passes SRV-P by sending only small-sized labels, mitigat-

ing network overhead. At P2, where 4–7 PipeStores are de-
ployed, NDPipe outperforms SRV-C. NDPipe shows even

higher throughput than SRV-I with 5–7 PipeStores. This in-

dicates that the aggregate throughput of PipeStores exceeds

that of two V100 GPUs. ResNeXt101 and ViT have different

trends from ResNet50 and InceptionV3. ResNeXt101 and ViT
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are huge models requiring high computing power to process

their layers. Two V100 GPUs are insufficient to process data

supplied from storage servers, so the GPUs become a bot-

tleneck. This is why SRV-I, SRV-C, and SRV-P show similar

throughputs.

We now analyze the energy efficiency of NDPipe over

the typical systems. We measure the power consumption of

CPUs, GPUs, and other components (e.g., power supply, SoC,

I/O, and so on) while executing inference tasks. To measure

the power consumption of GPUs, we use gpustat. AWS does

not permit us to measure the power consumption of CPUs

and other components. We thus set up local server machines

that have specifications similar to our AWS instances and

then measure the power consumption of CPUs and other

components using powerstat and ipmitool.
Fig. 14 compares the average power consumption of the

systems at P1, P2, and P3, where NDPipe exhibits similar per-

formance as SRV-P, SRV-C, and SRV-I, respectively. Fig. 14
shows the portions of three major components. NDPipe

shows 1.83× and 1.39× higher power efficiency, on aver-

age, than SRV-P and SRV-C, respectively. SRV-P and SRV-C
are often bottlenecked by the network and thus fail to fully

utilize GPU and CPU resources, leaving them idle, which

causes a waste of power. Even compared to SRV-I where the
network is not a bottleneck, NDPipe exhibits higher power

efficiency due to the power efficiency of commodity GPUs.

6.3 Training Performance Analysis
We next analyze the training throughput of NDPipe. For

all the models, we used fine-tuning that trains the classifier.

To complete the evaluation in a reasonable time, we use a

relatively small training dataset, 1.2M images from ImageNet-

1K. We compare NDPipe with SRV-C, which has the most

realistic setup among the comparative systems. NDPipe uses

Tuner to perform training, and 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 is set to 3.
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Fig. 15 shows the results. As we add more PipeStores

to the system, NDPipe begins to outperform SRV-C (P1 in

Fig. 15). For ResNet50 and InceptionV3, NDPipe exhibits

faster training speed with three PipeStores. NDPipe outper-

forms ResNeXt101 when it has six PipeStores. Compared to

ResNet50 and InceptionV3, ResNeXt101 has very deep fea-

ture extraction layers, requiring high computing capability.

By adding more PipeStores, NDPipe can reduce the training

time further. BEST in Fig. 15 represents a point where NDPipe
offers the maximum training throughput-per-joule (IPS/J).

The reduction in the training time becomes marginal be-

yond a certain number. This is expected because a bottleneck

moves to Tuner due to the unbalanced lengths of pipeline

stages, as discussed in §5.2. Instead, NDPipe consumes more

energy because it has to maintain more PipeStores.

Fig. 16 plots the energy efficiency of the different systems

whenNDPipe shows a similar training time as SRV-C (P1) and
the best throughput-per-joule BEST). Note that, for NDPipe,
we also include the energy consumption of Tuner. Compared

to SRV-C, NDPipe exhibits on average 1.44× and 2.64× higher
energy efficiency at P1 and BEST, respectively.

Impact of Pipelined Training. We evaluate the impact

of the pipelined FT-DMP on the accuracy, varying 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 from

1 to 3. We stop the training when more than 0.01% accuracy

improvement is not observed over three consecutive epochs.

We evaluate ResNet50 with four PipeStores.

Fig. 17 shows the training time depending on 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛 . If 𝑁𝑟𝑢𝑛

is 1, the training is the same as the original FT-DMP. With

pipelined FT-DMP, NDPipe can reduce the training time by

up to 32% with negligible accuracy loss. The accuracy of

the original FT-DMP is 71.61%; when the training phase is

divided into two and three runs, the accuracy ismaintained at

71.55% and 71.52%, respectively. However, when the training

phase is split into four runs, the accuracy significantly drops

to 70.36%. As we divide the training phase more, the number

of images supplied to each run gets smaller, which makes

the impact of catastrophic forgetting more serious.

Accuracy. To understand how NDPipe keeps its model

accuracy against drift, we conduct experiments under the

same setup in §3.2. We simulate a scenario where data accu-

mulates by 1.78% daily over two weeks. To simulate this, our

initial model trains with only 78% of the total dataset, and the
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Table 2. Comparison of model accuracy (%)

Dataset

ShuffleNet

V2

ResNet

50

Inception

V3

ResNeXt

101
ViT

Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5

CIFAR100

Base 67.39 89.43 77.15 94.08 77.21 94.10 78.27 94.56 86.41 96.12

Outdated 64.12 87.35 74.73 91.73 74.93 92.29 73.65 92.82 81.73 94.77

NDPipe 65.07 88.79 75.2 93.11 76.82 93.50 76.9 94.23 84.46 95.69

Full 69.51 90.64 77.39 93.96 79.00 94.55 77.78 95.01 87.60 96.47

ImageNet

1K

Base 65.32 84.62 73.75 91.38 73.71 91.18 75.15 92.23 80.45 93.43

Outdated 62.25 79.52 68.89 85.35 68.88 85.18 70.11 86.10 77.36 89.17

NDPipe 63.12 80.45 71.80 90.44 71.82 89.92 72.86 90.81 79.37 93.88

Full 66.90 86.08 73.68 91.42 75.38 92.56 78.74 94.02 81.61 94.46

ImageNet

21K

Base 22.12 45.71 36.24 66.77 36.49 66.79 38.38 69.7 46.11 75.72

Outdated 20.72 44.10 34.31 63.76 34.63 63.24 38.07 65.31 36.59 70.14

NDPipe 21.25 44.98 35.97 66.51 35.57 66.2 38.24 66.82 44.52 74.26

Full 22.07 45.60 36.78 66.96 36.02 66.55 38.79 68.67 - -

subsequent model training after two weeks with the whole

dataset. Table 2 compares the top-1 and -5 accuracies of ND-

Pipe with three cases: (i) the initial accuracy that is measured

when the model is just created (Base), (ii) the accuracy after

two weeks without any model updates (Outdated), and (iii)

the accuracy after two weeks with full training (Full). Full
is impractical due to its long training time. The results of

Full for ViT on ImageNet-21k are not included because of

its long training time over large datasets. The results suggest

that NDPipe provides fairly good accuracy, outperforming

Outdated on every dataset. NDPipe also provides similar or

slightly lower accuracy than Full. This implies that NDPipe

solves the outdated model problems cost-effectively.

6.4 Impact of System Parameters
NetworkBandwidth. Fig. 18 compares the inference throug-

hput-per-watt (IPS/W) of NDPipe with SRV-C while increas-

ing the network bandwidth (BW) from 1 to 40Gbps (we ex-

clude InceptionV3 and ViT because it shows similar results

as ResNet50 and ResNeXt101). SRV-C suffers from a serious

network bottleneck when its bandwidth is limited to 1Gbps.

As the network bandwidth increases, the performance of

SRV-C gets improved. However, beyond 20Gbps, SRV-C can-

not show any performance improvement. This is owing to

high decompression overhead. Eight CPU cores (dedicated

to decompression) are not able to provide sufficient through-

put to process large amounts of input data fed via the fast

network. The simplest solution is assigning more CPU cores

for decompression, but it is costly and causes more power

consumption. NDPipe is freed from network bottlenecks as

small-sized labels or features are transmitted. As a result, it

provides fairly good throughput, achieving 3.7× and 1.3×
higher performance at 1Gbps and 40Gbps, respectively.

Batch Size. Fig. 19 shows the inference throughput of

NDPipe with varying batch size (BS) from 1 to 512. With

the batch size of 1, NDPipe shows poor performance as the

GPUs in PipeStores are not fully utilized. As the batch size

grows, the inference throughput gradually improves. How-

ever, beyond a certain batch size, the improvement becomes
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marginal. For InceptionV3, when the batch sizes are over 128,

no performance improvement is observed as decompressing

images by CPU becomes a bottleneck in the 3-stage pipelin-

ing (see §5.4). For ViT (a large model), PipeStore encounters

Out-of-Memory (OOM) errors with large batch sizes. This

issue arises not only due to the large batch size but also be-

cause of the high memory requirements of the model itself.

Impact of Accelerator.We implement NDPipe with Neu-

ronCoreV1, a low-end but cost-effective AI accelerator in

AWS Inferentia instances (Inf1.2xlarge). We evaluate the

performance and power or energy efficiency of NDPipe with

NeuronCoreV1 (denoted by NDPipe-Inf1) for offline infer-

ence and fine-tuning. The AWS Inferentia does not provide a

way of measuring the power consumption of NeuronCoreV1.

We thus estimate its power usage by referring to [52].

Fig. 20 shows the results. The NeuronCoreV1 has lower

computation capabilities than T4. To achieve the same level

of performance as SRV-C, NDPipe needsmore PipeStores: 11–

16 and 8–13 PipeStores for offline inference and fine-tuning,

respectively. However, thanks to the energy-efficient design

of NeuronCoreV1, NDPipe-Inf1 still provides 1.17× and 1.5×
higher power and energy efficiency for offline inference and

fine-tuning than SRV-C, respectively, on average.

7 Discussion
7.1 Extension of NDPipe to Other Systems
In this paper, we have focused on enhancing user experience

in photo storage systems through efficient inference and fine-

tuning. However, the concept of NDPipe can be extended to

various media formats such as video, audio, and document.

Video content. One issue with utilizing DL applications

for video formats is that they require more resources than

images due to larger content sizes. One of the solutions to
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Fig. 21. Operational cost analysis of NDPipe

address the issue is frame extraction, which extracts key

frames from videos for analysis [39]. These key frames are

analyzed using a CNNmodel to label content, creating a sum-

mary vector for further video analysis. NDPipe can adapt

to video by preprocessing with frame extraction and pro-

cessing frames as NDPipe does for photos. This extension

enhances the search for videos in online archives [31, 37]

and recommendations on streaming platforms [80, 106].

Audio content. NDPipe can be adapted for audio formats

through audio spectrogram transformation (AST) [19, 35],

converting audio frequency data into visual representations.

This process enables the use of image-based CNNs or trans-

former models for audio applications such as genre classi-

fication [88], mood detection [102], and speaker identifica-

tion [55] by transforming audio into spectrograms.

Document content. For documents, NDPipe uses NLP

techniques for enhanced document storage, converting text

into analyzable embedding vectors via recent transformer-

basedmodels [16, 27]. These embeddings then serve as inputs

for various downstream tasks, such as document classifica-

tion [4] and sentiment analysis [75], conducted by Tuner.

This approach can reduce data transfer costs by converting

large documents into small embedding vectors.

7.2 Cost Analysis of NDPipe
To assess the cost-effectiveness of NDPipe, we have estimated

the operational costs of NDPipe (including NDPipe-Inf1) and

SRV-C using the AWS pricing tool [9]. Fig. 21(a) shows the

cost of running fine-tuning for ResNet50. For NDPipe, we

add up the costs of Tuner and PipeStores, and for SRV-C, the

costs of the training and storage servers are included. When

the number of PipeStores is too small, the NDPipe’s cost

is higher than SRV-C owing to the long training time with

limited PipeStores. As the number of PipeStores increases,

the cost decreases with the reduced time for fine-tuning.

Fig. 21(b) illustrates the cost versus accuracy for ResNet50.

We compare two training strategies: fine-tuning and full

training. Full training is conducted under the SRV-C setup.

We run 90 epochs with the batch size of 128. Full training

shows the highest accuracy but is achieved by a long training

time. NDPipe and SRV-C, which employ fine-tuning, show

slightly lower accuracies but greatly reduce training costs.

Compared to SRV-C, NDPipe and NDPipe-Inf1 exhibit 1.5×
and 2.5× lower costs, respectively, by shorter training times.

8 Related Work
Near-data processing approaches for optimizing DL perfor-

mance have been studied by many researchers. Neurosur-

geon [56] automatically identifies the model partition points

and orchestrates the distribution of computation between the

mobile device and the data center to optimize the inference

performance. However, it considers neither multi-device sce-

narios nor fine-tuning for model training. Deep partitioned

training [53] leverages NDP and feeds only small features to

NPUs to enhance full training performance, yet it has limited

scalability due to the high synchronization costs.

In the context of the DL pipelining, NVIDIA Triton [74]

pipelines the preprocessing, model execution, and postpro-

cessing for higher throughput. However, all the computa-

tion is performed in GPU and does not consider a resource-

constrained system. ZeRO-Offload [90] offloads the memory-

intensive DL process to CPUs and pipelines the training

process over CPU and GPU. However, it does not consider

balancing pipeline stages executed by different hardware.

There have been lots of attempts to reduce synchroniza-

tion overhead for data and model parallelism. Most studies

tried to increase synchronization periods while minimizing

accuracy drops [22, 44, 89] and to pipeline batch processing

to fully utilize computing resources [30, 50, 85]. All these

studies have only considered synchronization overhead in a

PCIe environment and did not consider large-scale systems

like photo storage built over networked environments.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a photo storage system, NDPipe,

which accelerated training and inference to address the out-

dated model and label problems. To ensure timely DNN

creation and image relabeling, NDPipe distributed storage

servers with inexpensive commodity GPUs and used their

collective intelligence to train and infer near image data.

According to our results, given the same energy budget, ND-

Pipe exhibits 1.39× higher inference throughput and 2.64×
shorter training time than typical photo storage systems.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
NDPipe is a deep learning system designed to enhance both

training and inference performance by embracing the con-

cept of near-data processing within storage servers. At its

core, NDPipe utilizes an innovative architecture that dis-

tributes storage servers equipped with cost-effective com-

modity GPUs across a data center. NDPipe is composed of

two main elements: PipeStore (storage server equipped with

a low-end GPU for near-data training and inference) and

Tuner (training server that manages distributed PipeStores).

This artifact appendix provides a way to emulate NDPipe

and the source code and scripts for a better understanding

of the evaluation in our paper. Please refer to the README

file at https://github.com/dgist-datalab/NDPipe.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Model: ResNet50.
• Data set: CIFAR-100.
• Hardware: CUDA-enabled GPU.

• Run-time environment: Linux Ubuntu 20.04, Tensorflow

2.13, TensorRT 7.1.3, and so on (pip requirements are in-

cluded in our GitHub).

• Execution: In the case of fine-tuning, the evaluation needs

two or more machines.

• Metrics: Fine-tuning execution time and inference through-

put (Image/sec).

• Output: Fine-tuning execution time and inference through-

put (Image/sec) table in the console.

• Experiments: Manual steps by user.

• Howmuch disk space required (approximately)?: 60GB.
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow (ap-
proximately)?: 1 hour.
• How much time is needed to complete experiments
(approximately)?: 10 mins.

• Publicly available?: Yes.
• Code licenses (if publicly available)?: Apache License
v2.0.

• Data licenses (if publicly available)?: MIT License.

• Archived (provide DOI)?: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo
.10796943

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How to access. We provide the public GitHub URL

(https://github.com/dgist-datalab/NDPipe) and Zenodo

archive (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10796943). We

also provide the Zenodo URI of the dataset for inference

evaluation (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10796922).

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. Two or more machines

are needed for the experiment. One machine is for the Tuner,

and the other machines are for the PipeStores (You only

need two machines for functionality). All machines require

a CUDA-enabled NVIDIA GPU, and PipeStore requires ap-

proximately 60GB or more of free storage space to conduct

experiments.

A.3.3 Software dependencies. Our experiments are con-

ducted using Python 3.9 on Ubuntu 20.04 LTS. The required

Python packages can be found in requirements.txt in our

GitHub repository.

A.4 Installation
Refer to the README file in our GitHub repository. Briefly,

you first need to clone the required repository (NDPipe)

onto multiple machines (Tuner and several PipeStores). Af-

terward, install the necessary Python packages from re-

quirements.txt located in each directory (Fine_tuning and

Offline_inference).

A.5 Experiment workflow
After completing the required installations, we first initi-

ate Tuner by executing the script with optional parameters:

the number of runs for pipelined fine-tuning, the number

of PipeStores, and the port number. Then, we begin to run

PipeStores by matching the port number on the Tuner side.

Once the connection between Tuner and PipeStores is suc-

cessfully established, Tuner allocates the tasks of fine-tuning

or offline inference to the involved PipeStores.

For details, refer to the README in our GitHub repository.

A.6 Evaluation and expected results
The specific execution time and throughput differ on differ-

ent platforms. The expected results are as follows:

• Fine-tuning

Feature extraction time (sec): 31.36
Feature extraction throughput (image/sec): 1913.26
Overall fine-tuning time (sec): 75.19

• Offline inference

[NDPipe] inference time: 14.78sec
[NDPipe] inference throughput: 2417.53IPS
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